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T

he charter of the Export-Import Bank (Ex–Im) will
expire on June 30 unless reauthorized by Congress,
which looks increasingly unlikely. Beneficiaries of the
bank are issuing dire warnings about a future without export subsidies, in which exports abruptly decline
and jobs supposedly disappear. The facts say otherwise.
All existing Ex–Im deals would remain intact, and the
industries that benefit from bank financing would continue to post robust sales in overseas markets.
The only differences in a charter-less world would
be beneficial: The burden on taxpayers of export
subsidies would shrink—not expand as it has for
years—and a lot fewer American businesses would
be disadvantaged by the U.S. subsidies lavished on
their foreign competitors.1
Last reauthorized in 2012, the Ex–Im charter
was slated to expire on September 30, 2014. A proposed five-year renewal was sidelined last summer
because of opposition to the bank. Instead, Congress
extended the existing charter for nine months under
the fiscal year 2015 Continuing Resolution. That
extension expires at month’s end.

Fearmongering, Not Facts

Bank beneficiaries are now resorting to intimidation in hopes of keeping the corporate welfare flowing.
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eficiary,2 are threatening to “outsource” jobs to other
countries if the Ex–Im charter is not reauthorized.3
Likewise, officials of General Electric (GE), also
richly rewarded by Ex–Im, claim the company would
lose “billions of dollars” in export sales—along
with hundreds of jobs across multiple states.4 And,
inexplicably, former Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright, in a letter to Congress, declared Ex–Im to
be a “critical element” of national security.5
All of this constitutes hyperbole of the worst
sort. First, Ex–Im supports a mere 2 percent of
U.S. exports, which have been hitting record levels in recent years with private financing. Second,
export subsidies do not “create” or “support” jobs—
they redistribute them from unsubsidized firms
to subsidized ones. And the job numbers touted by
Ex–Im advocates are dubious at best and have been
roundly criticized as misleading by the Government
Accountability Office, among others.6

A Post-Charter World

In fact, expiration of the charter would have no
effect—none—on the export financing currently
in place. All the loans, guarantees, and insurance
approved before June 30—upward of $140 billion—
would be unaffected after the charter expires. The bank
would simply be unable to extend new financing, which
is otherwise widely available from private sources.
Taxpayers certainly would be better off with less
financial liability on their backs. The Federal Reserve
Bank of Richmond recently documented that taxpayers
are on the hook for an astonishing 60 percent of financial sector liabilities—including banks, credit unions,
private employer pension funds, and government-sponsored enterprises such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.7
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Under statutory provisions, Ex–Im is authorized to continue operating without a new charter
“for purposes of orderly liquidation, including the
administration of its assets and the collection of any
obligations held by the bank.”8
What constitutes “orderly liquidation” is not
specified in the statute. However, the law expressly
allows the bank to arrange export financing until
close of business on June 30, even if those deals
mature after the charter expiration date. It states:
The Export-Import Bank of the United States
shall continue to exercise its functions in connection with and in furtherance of its objects and
purposes until the close of business on [June 30,
2015], but the provisions of this section shall not
be construed as preventing the bank from acquiring obligations prior to such date which mature
subsequent to such date or from assuming prior
to such date liability as guarantor, endorser, or
acceptor of obligations which mature subsequent
to such date.9

Obviously, then, Congress anticipated that
the bank would honor its commitments after the
charter expired.

Hefty Backlogs Protect Jobs

Even without new loans from Ex–Im, the beneficiaries of the bank and their suppliers are wellpositioned to prosper. Boeing, Caterpillar, General
Electric, and the like do not lack access to private
capital—including their own finance subsidiaries.
All have billions of dollars of backorders with which
to keep workers occupied.
As the likelihood of reauthorization waned
last week, Boeing officials assured customers that
the company would provide financing in place of
Ex–Im—at least in the short-term. “We will work
with customers who are scheduled for deliveries to
ensure they get the financing they need, even if we
have to provide it ourselves,” said Tim Neale, a Boeing spokesman.10
That is precisely the role of Boeing Capital, which
posted customer-finance assets of $3.4 billion in
the first quarter of 2015.11 Just like Ex–Im, the division provides credit guarantees for purchasers with
less than investment-grade credit. The guarantees
are largely collateralized by the aircraft being purchased. Indeed, both Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and
the Government Accountability Office effectively have concluded that Boeing, with a market cap
exceeding $97 billion, would manage just fine without
taxpayer subsidies.
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According to a July 2014 S&P’s Rating Services report, Boeing would assume greater risk to the
extent that it finances more of its customers. But
that risk is currently being borne by taxpayers—to an
unprecedented degree for any single company. The
S&P analysts also concluded that banks in customer
airlines’ regions can provide “sufficient funding” to
finance purchases from Boeing.12
Commercial financing for Boeing planes is also
available directly through the capital markets. Under
a customized provision of federal law, investors may
obtain an “enhanced equipment trust certificate”
which allows them to quickly obtain possession of
collateral (i.e., aircraft) in the event of a bankruptcy
petition by the borrower—notwithstanding the stay
provisions that apply to other debtors.
The likelihood of an Ex–Im wind down does not
seem to be affecting projected demand for Boeing
planes, notwithstanding the panicked claims of Ex–
Im proponents. Just last week, Boeing forecasted a
rise in passenger traffic of more than 6 percent this
year compared to its long-range forecast of about 5
percent. And it still expects to book firm orders for
at least 750 new planes in 2015.13 The company also
has years of backorders totaling about $495 billion,
including numerous contracts with the Department
of Defense and NASA.
Indeed, the aviation industry has managed to
grow in the face of far worse impediments than
the expiration of the Ex–Im charter. As Boeing
states on its Web page: “Over the past 30 years,
the aviation industry experienced recessions, oil
price shocks, near-pandemics, wars, and security
threats, yet traffic continued to grow, on average, at
5 percent annually.”

General Electric is likewise well-situated, ending
2014 with a record backlog of $261 billion.14 The company’s financing arm, GE Capital, earned $7 billion
in 2014 and ended the year with liquidity of $76 billion.15 As noted in its annual report, GE Capital maintains a “significant financial services capability.”
Caterpillar (market cap $54 billion) also operates a finance division, with more than $35 billion
in assets. The world’s leading manufacturer of construction and mining equipment posted 2014 sales
and revenues of $55.2 billion.16 Caterpillar’s backlog
currently exceeds $17 billion.

Conclusion

It is not surprising that Boeing, GE, and Caterpillar, among others, would be doing everything in
their considerable political powers to win reauthorization of the Ex–Im charter. Subsidized financing is
an attractive perk to offer their customers. But those
subsidies carry considerable costs—to taxpayers and
the American businesses that are left to compete
against foreign firms subsidized by the U.S. government. Given the vast resources of Ex–Im’s beneficiaries and the abundant supply of private export financing, there is no need to lament the expiration of the
bank charter. Given the unbridled expansion of government, eliminating Washington’s interference in
this corner of the economy is something to applaud.
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